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Abstract. Over the past years, there has been a significant increase
in the number of students attending online courses in higher education,
in some cases due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Online higher education
provides greater flexibility in selecting courses in the preferred order, but
it also presents challenges due to the amount of different combinations
during the enrollment process. In this paper, we describe a dashboard
for supporting enrollment in higher education using a map as a visual
metaphor, in order to provide students and their advisors with a clear
overview of their situation within the degree, and help them to make bet-
ter decisions. The enrollment dashboard has been evaluated through an
initial series of interviews with advisors, which showed positive results in
terms of usability and usefulness. However, several concerns were raised
about the parameters used to create the map. These results will be used
in future rounds of interviews with students and advisors.

Keywords: Recommendation system · enrollment · online higher
education · advisors · data visualization · enrollment dashboard

1 Introduction

Most open universities offer flexible programs that allow students to choose from
a wide range of courses according to both the semester organization and their
personal interests. Although this can be seen as a convenient and flexible advan-
tage for students, it also allows for inadequate enrollments, as students may find
it challenging to sort through an overwhelming amount of information or may
even find it insufficient to plan and select courses strategically [11,12]. Some
authors have explored the relationship between enrollment patterns and stu-
dents’ performance and dropout rates, since some combinations of courses may
lead to failure [13]. Therefore, this hidden knowledge in institutional enrollment
data could be utilized to support decision-making during enrollment, enabling
students to be aware of their learning process in the forthcoming semester [8].
Data visualization, especially learning dashboards, have been used in educational
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settings as a way to understand significant amounts of information. However,
researchers often encounter difficulties in identifying the appropriate indicators
to effectively apply data visualization in students’ learning experiences [2,10].

In [6], the authors described the typical uses of recommendation systems
in higher education, namely e-learning, classroom activities and course selec-
tion. For instance, Karga and Satratzemi [3] designed a system that provides
suggestions to enhance the quality of teaching practices and learning designs,
while Zhang et al. [14] developed a recommendation system that maps students
to supervisors based on quality, relevance, and connectivity criteria. A more
specific study [5] compiled various examples of course recommendation systems
based on principles and techniques from traditional ones. Nevertheless, although
recommendation systems and data visualization are emerging fields of study
within technology applied to education, there are only a few examples where
both are incorporated into a learning dashboard (see Table 8 in [1]). One of the
most remarkable can be found in CourseQ, an interactive course recommendation
system [4], which allows courses to be explored using a visual interface, aiming
to improve the transparency and user satisfaction of course recommendations.
This paper presents a dashboard that enhances enrollment in higher education
by providing students and advisors with an overview of their progress, facilitating
informed decision-making.

2 Our Proposal

When students have a list of potential courses to enroll into, they often rely on
various sources of information to make an informed decision. One such source
is their academic advisor, who can provide guidance on which courses are most
relevant to the student’s academic and career goals. Additionally, students may
consult other resources such as online course catalogs, syllabi, and course evalu-
ations to gather information about course content, prerequisites, and workload
[removed]. Based on this textual information, which can be very difficult to
manage or even hard to find, students typically propose a set of courses to their
advisor for validation. Unfortunately, some students do not make a good decision
when planning their enrollment. The advisor may provide additional recommen-
dations or suggest alternative courses based on the student’s academic history,
personal circumstances and goals. This process is an essential component of
academic advising, as it helps students make informed decisions about their aca-
demic coursework and ensures that they are on track to meet their educational
goals, avoiding inadequate course combinations.

Our proposed design is an enrollment dashboard based on a visual metaphor,
specifically a map, in which the curriculum is depicted as a set of connected
regions that must be visited in a specific order, separating courses that should
not be taken at the same time. In order to do so, our dashboard supports the
aforementioned enrollment procedure that students employ when making aca-
demic decisions. First, a map with the student’s academic record is shown. Then,
the student selects those courses that should not be recommended, such as val-
idated courses. The student can distort the map according to her preferences,
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Fig. 1. Map showing a real student’s academic record. Completed courses are high-
lighted in blue, validated or discarded courses in light blue, failed courses in red, and
potential courses to enroll in are displayed in gray. (Color figure online)

giving different weights to enrollment indicators [removed]. Once the map is
accepted by the student, the dashboard recommends up to six courses, which
can be selected or not by the student. For those courses selected by the student,
additional information such as course calendar is shown. To avoid inappropri-
ate enrollments, the map separates away those courses that should not be taken
together, using the distance within the map as an abstract concept. This distance
is a convex combination of different factors important for students [9], such as
popularity, difficulty, prerequisites, and overlaps between course deadlines. The
resulting distance matrix is then projected onto a 2D map [7], as shown in Fig. 1.

Once their preferences have been introduced by means of the sliders in Fig. 1,
users (students and their advisors) can click on Recommend courses and the
dashboard will highlight six courses in different shades of green, being the dark-
est the most recommended course to enroll. Notice that recommended courses
are close to those courses that were already taken and passed, as if advancing
in the degree was “conquering” new regions (i.e. courses) in the map, avoid-
ing gaps. Then, users can select up to six courses (recommended or not). The
selected courses are then marked in blue and additional information is provided,
as shown in Fig. 2. Course assignments are displayed on the calendar, indicating
the number of activities to be completed and the number of days with over-
lapping, which can be adjusted with an additional slider. This process can be
repeated until the user considers the course selection appropriate.

3 Evaluation

Following the procedures described in some of the papers reviewed in [10], a
prototype was initially tested by carrying out a pilot protocol for a single advi-
sor (male, considered an expert advisor), including the following steps. First,
the academic records of four different students were sent to the advisor, along
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Fig. 2. Result of the selection of two courses (in dark blue) with their associated
activity calendars. (Color figure online)

with a brief survey to find out which courses the advisor would recommend and
why for each student, as well as the information taken into account when rec-
ommending courses. The second step involved conducting an interview, showing
the enrollment dashboard to the advisor to gather his opinions on usefulness,
effectiveness, usability, and overall understanding of the map metaphor. The
advisor was asked about his opinion and whether there had been changes in his
recommendation after viewing the dashboard or not.

This initial pilot study brought some interesting insights. Although the advi-
sor had some difficulty in understanding certain aspects, such as the map visu-
alization and the use of sliders, he found the visual recommendation (as shown
in Fig. 2) very helpful. The possibility of viewing the student’s complete aca-
demic record as part of the map depicting the degree was also appreciated.
Two important objectives were achieved. First, the enrollment dashboard was
able to integrate a significant amount of information that was previously dis-
persed throughout various information sources or was hard to find. Second, the
result of this evaluation allowed us to identify elements to be corrected in a
following phase. After making some minor improvements to the dashboard, a
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second round of interviews was conducted with eight advisors (four males, four
females, all of them experienced). The protocol was changed so that the advi-
sors themselves would use the tool instead of being presented by the interviewer.
Quoting advisors’ first impressions, the use of color for course status and rec-
ommendations was understood. The advisors considered course prerequisites a
fundamental value, and they also valued the concept of overlapping deadlines.
Adjusting the number of days until the deadline helped them to evaluate the real
workload. They would like to use the dashboard in a real scenario, as it made
them consider other enrollment options. Having access to the student’s academic
record was very appreciated. The advisors also suggested that the validated or
discarded courses should be taken more into account as part of the recommen-
dation. On the other hand, the concept of distance was not understood, and the
courses were not easily found on the map. Advisors also mentioned that they
would like to know the student’s opinion before making a recommendation. The
most interesting result was that in most cases (24 out of 32 times), advisors
changed their opinion when viewing the map. However, in more than half of the
cases (18 out of 32 times), they found the recommendation unsuitable because it
did not give enough weight to course prerequisites. On the other hand, in most
cases (26 out of 32 times), the deadline calendar was crucial to decide about the
recommendation according to the enrollment total workload.

4 Conclusions

It must be stated that the proposed dashboard replicates a particular enrollment
system. Therefore, it would not be suitable for other scenarios, with different cur-
ricula, enrollment procedures, or data collection methods. However, it should be
noted that dashboards must often be adapted to the context for which they
were created [10]. The initial pilot study provided valuable insights and identi-
fied areas for improvement, as advisors appreciated visual recommendations and
suggested improvements regarding course prerequisites and recommendations.
In general, the dashboard was well received as a tool to reinforce the current
enrollment process. However, some aspects related to its usability and useful-
ness need to be better explained, such as the concept of distance embedded in
the sliders and course prerequisites. For instance, sliders could be eliminated or
replaced by values obtained from simulations with real data and the recommen-
dation system could be also adjusted to give more weight to course prerequisites.
Finally, a further iteration with students and their advisors will be carried out
in order to evaluate the dashboard in a real enrollment scenario.
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Abstract. The eLearning specification xAPI, which employs a shared
format for receiving and transmitting data, is used to collect data about
the diverse range of experiences within online learning activities, thereby
enabling the exchange of knowledge between multiple systems. This
paper presents Logstore xAPI, a plugin that emits Moodle events as xAPI
statements, allowing a modular, interoperable, performing and secure
way of logging user interactions and learning experiences, and send them
to a Learning Record Store (LRS) to be stored and further analysed. We
describe all phases of mapping Moodle events to statements and storing
them in the LRS, along with the issues we encountered and our solutions.

Keywords: xAPI · Moodle · Leaning Analytics · Educational log data

1 Introduction and Related Work

The processing and analysis of educational data have fostered a significant expan-
sion of knowledge discovery approaches and created new opportunities for data-
driven support and evaluation of learning practices. To facilitate the dissem-
ination of relevant educational data and their interoperability across learning
platforms, standardised data formats have emerged, with xAPI being the most
recent and versatile standard [5]. However, the existing LMSs typically use ad-
hoc data format that makes it harder to implement, replicate and generalise
educational data analysis. Indeed, the migration from ad-hoc data format to the
xAPI format remains a time-consuming and challenging task, especially in com-
plex systems such as LMSs where numerous actions and activities are possible.

Moodle is one of the most popular LMS, with over 350 millions unique users
as of 2023 (stats.moodle.org). Despite the steep learning curve when it comes to
the Moodle database [6], Moodle logs have been extensively used in Learning
Analytics research. Numerous studies have been conducted on Moodle logs to
understand how learners organise their learning time [4], as well as to model
their learning [2], academic performances [1], and engagement [8], among other
traits. However, to the best of our knowledge, these works did not rely on a
c© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2023
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standardised data format, and rather directly queried or exported logs from the
Moodle’s tables, which is a threat to generalisability and privacy. In this paper,
we make a further step toward standardisation by proposing Logstore xAPI, a
plugin to convert Moodle logs into xAPI statements (shorturl.at/zTV23 ).

Logstore xAPI processes and stores the xAPI statements derived from Moo-
dle logs into a Learning Record Store (LRS), where data from other platforms
can be integrated as well in the same format, thus maximising interoperability.
Logstore xAPI also augments the statements with information about the user
roles and course content, which is key for contextualising the data when they
were generated. Logstore xAPI provides options to anonymise the logs, and can
be used both live and on historical data. While there has been another attempt
at xAPI logging for Moodle, TRAX Logs plugin is currently still in the alpha
version and the developers advise against using it in production [3]. Moreover,
they only supports a few statements, whereas we handle all of the 216 possible
student interactions. Furthermore only our plugin can handle historical data,
which is key for learning analytics. As a test-bed for testing Logstore xAPI, we
have deployed it in a major French university with over 25,000 students, and we
report on the plugin’s performances and reliability.

2 Moodle Logs

Moodle stores user activity in a relational database (moodleschema.zoola.io)
When a user access a course, submit an assignment, take a quiz, or read/write
posts in a forum, a log of that activity is recorded in the mdl logstore standard log
table (logstore in the following) of Moodle database. Recorded log data can
be extracted in two ways, albeit both are specific to Moodle and suffer from
important drawbacks.
Database. Stored log data can be extracted by directly querying the logstore
table that is supplied with 21 fields, among which: eventname, component,
action, target, objecttable, objectid, contextid, contextinstanceid, userid, cour-
seid, relateduserid, timecreated. Originally, Moodle logs were not intended for
data mining, but rather as a necessary part of maintaining the LMS. Therefore,
despite being exhaustive, they are unintelligible to humans and lack context.
To make them useful for analysis, it is necessary to perform multiple joins with
other database tables, which requires in-depth knowledge of the Moodle system.
Log Generation Interface. Logs stored in the logstore table can also be
extracted via the log generation interface [7] and converted into a table with 9
features: Time, User full name, Affected user, Event context, Component, Event
name, Description, Origin, IP address. Despite being human-readable, this table
lacks information about the course and the role assigned to the user in a specific
context [7]. In addition, as the number of logs increases, PHP’s memory size
limit must be enlarged so that the table can be downloaded for analysis.

Importantly, the logstore table can be periodically purged. This occurs more
frequently on larger Moodle instances and, as a result, direct logstore querying
could not provide a complete data sample. Moreover, both approaches require
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admin privileges in Moodle, which is not always possible nor advisable in educa-
tional institutions, due to safety and privacy issues. The Logstore xAPI plugin
we propose in this work alleviates the aforementioned issues, as it produces rich
and comprehensive real-time data in an interoperable format, without needing
admin rights, as described next.

3 The Logstore xAPI Plugin

Logstore xAPI retrieves logs from the logstore table, stores them in the mdl logst-
ore xapi log table (logstore xapi in the following) to produce xAPI statements,
and emits them to a Learning Record Store (LRS). The LRS (shorturl.at/bpFX1 )
is the central repository of any xAPI ecosystem, receiving, storing, and provid-
ing data on learning experiences, achievements, and performance from a range
of systems. To avoid blocking page responses, the plugin operates in the back-
ground by default (this can be changed in the settings) via Cron tasks. While
this makes the process less real-time, it prevents Moodle’s performance from
fluctuating based on the performance of the LRS. The endpoint, key/username,
and password to the LRS must be specified in the configuration page after instal-
lation. The plugin is currently compatible with Moodle versions 3.9 to 4.1.

3.1 Plugin Architecture

The plugin is made up of three parts, an Expander, a Translator, and an Emitter
(Fig. 1). Every log entry goes through each of these parts before finally reaching
the LRS, as follows.

Fig. 1. The plugin architecture.

Expander. The Expander augments the log entry with data from Moodle
database and passes them to the Translator. This step is key to retrieve the
context related to the log entry. Information about the context is retrieved from
both the logstore table and all the tables referenced in the event. For example, in
Table 1, to retrieve the actor whose userid is 24, the plugin queries the mdl user
table to retrieve all associated information. The mdl forum discussions table and
the mdl course modules table (contextinstanceid=62) contain the entirety of the
information relevant to the discussion object (objectid = 4). The context of the
discussion is the course and the forum in which the discussion is created. Course
information is retrieved from the mdl course table (courseid 38), whereas forum
information is retrieved from the mdl forum discussions table, where objectid=4
corresponds to forumid=3, whose information is retrieved from mdl forum table.
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Table 1. Entry example in the logstore table.

eventname target objecttable objectid contextinstanceid userid courseid

mod forum\ discussion created discussion forum discussions 4 62 24 38

Translator. The Translator converts the expanded logs to xAPI using a set of
xAPI “recipes”, i.e., standard ways of expressing a particular event. A state-
ment must include at least three properties: an actor, a verb, and an object,
along with additional optional properties such as the id, context, and times-
tamp (shorturl.at/mzMU9 ). It is worth noting that xAPI provides a predefined
list of verbs and objects to enforce a shared terminology across learning plat-
forms (shorturl.at/iluT0 ). Our plugin currently implements xAPI recipes for 216
events, thus accounting for all participating events (i.e., related to student learn-
ing experience) performed in Moodle standard and some external plugins such
as BigBlueButton, Questionnaire, and Scheduler (moodle.org/plugins).
Emitter. The Emitter constructs the translated event into an xAPI JSON state-
ment and emits it to the LRS. The event is removed from the logstore xapi
table once it has been sent. If something goes wrong and the translated event
is not sent to the LRS (e.g., because of connection issues), it is moved to the
mdl logstore xapi failed log table (xapi failed in the following).

3.2 xAPI Implementation

To transform logs in xAPI statements, information is retrieved from both
the logstore table and all the tables referenced in the event. For example,
in Table 1, to retrieve the actor whose userid is 24, we query the mdl user
table to retrieve all associated information. The mdl forum discussions table
and the mdl course modules table (contextinstanceid=62) contain the entirety
of the information relevant to the discussion object (objectid=4). The context
of the discussion is the course and the forum in which the discussion is cre-
ated. Course information is retrieved from the mdl course table (courseid 38),
whereas forum information is retrieved from the mdl forum discussions table,
where objectid=4 corresponds to forumid = 3, whose information is retrieved
from mdl forum table. The transcription of the statement is accessible on GitHub
(shorturl.at/eoRY1 ).

3.3 Historical Events

The plugin is not natively designed to handle historical events that occurred
prior to its installation into Moodle. These events can however be copied from
the logstore table to the logstore xapi table, e.g., via a SQL query. The plugin
will then process them whenever the Cron script is executed (Sect. 3). The main
challenge with historical events is that part of the information might be missing
in the database due to a deleted course, activity, module, or user. Except for
the user, Moodle does not keep track of deleted entries. During the development
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of the plugin, this caused a number of failures, resulting in the transfer of the
events in the xapi failed table. We thus handled these issues as follows.
Deleted Users. When users are deleted in Moodle, they are not erased from the
database; instead, the ‘deleted’ field in the mdl user table changes from 0 to 1.
To account for the user deletion, we use the value ‘deleted’ as their fullname.
Deleted Courses, Modules and Related Activities. Courses and modules can be
deleted from Moodle, along with all related data (e.g., grades, groups). However,
logs of actions performed by users on deleted courses and modules are still avail-
able in the logstore table. This means that attempting to retrieve data from the
database about that deleted course, module or their related activities to enrich
the statements will fail. To avoid losing these events, we add the ‘deleted’ value
to the description of these items in the xAPI statements. We do the same for
the deletion of a group, a grade, a forum post reply, or a message.

We wish to emphasise that with the log generation interface (Sect. 2), it is
not possible to identify deleted users, but actions performed on deleted modules
or courses can be identified looking at the “Event context”, which is set to Other.
These two elements of information are inaccessible in database-extracted logs.
Our plugin thus allows retrieving more than the simple interaction.

3.4 Privacy

The data sent to the LRS include information about the users, their profile,
and details about completed courses. Therefore, if Moodle and the LRS are not
within a private network, a secure connection between them is always advised. To
answer the challenge of protecting students’ privacy and enhancing reproducibil-
ity by permitting data sharing, we introduced the option to pseudonymise user
data (i.e., userid, username, email, and user fullname). To enable this option, the
user must select to hash data and specify a secret key in the plugin configuration
so that data will be hashed with the secret key before being sent to the LRS.

4 Plugin Application

To assess the plugin, we deployed it in the Moodle installation of Sorbonne Uni-
versity, and we report on the plugin’s reliability and efficiency. To demonstrate
quantifiable elements of what we performed and to evaluate the management of
deleted elements, we used historical data (Sect. 3.3).

The logstore table contained 89,865,813 entries of the activities performed
by 25,386 users over the course of a year. To copy all entries to the logstore xapi
table required approximately two days (500,000 every 15 min). To process data
and send them to the LRS, the plugin required approximately 6 d (5,000 every
30 s). We did not get any failed logs, which shows in particular that our solutions
to handle missing and deleted events (cf. Section 3.3) was suitable. Since the logs
are processed every minute via Cron, it can be assumed that even if there was an
overload of approximately 500,000 logs in real-time during the day, these would
be processed within an hour overnight.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed Logstore xAPI, a plugin that converts Moodle logs
into xAPI statements to be sent to an LRS, where data from other platforms
can be integrated as well in the same format, thus maximising interoperability.

Currently, we have focused on all events relating to student actions (partici-
pating level - Sect. 3.1), which was a prerequisite for analysing student behaviour.
As future work, we intend to include all teaching level activities and events that
Moodle categorises as other level activity, as well as all the statements we were
unable to transcribe because either the verb or the object was absent in the
Registry. In an effort to make educational data more accessible and to comply
with GDPR, we would like to give the users the option to retrieve only the data
that they specifically request. Thus, we intend to include an option to specify
which types of data to extract.

In the long run, we aim to support researchers and data scientists in analysing
Moodle logs, as well as integrating them with data from other educational sys-
tems typically used in conjunction with LMSs, e.g., video platforms, serious
games. This is thanks to the standardised, interoperable, and well-documented
xAPI data format outputted by Logstore xAPI.
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